workable product that could have much police, re, military applications if fully developed, and
in terms of Neurology, moving sound around in the brain and body could have far reaching
applications if properly developed with adequate funding & key people involved. The key
people would all need to be paid for time, which of course is challenging.
Steven indicates he may be able to have access of key people even if only as consultants,
such as POTENTIALLY Claude Hudson, who apparently has done things for Military, DARPA,
CIA, (apparently he has involvement with Stanford, Princeton, MIT& other), and could
potentially bring such expertise if properly paid and if his schedule permits.
Steven apparently has met with Dr. Valerie V Hunt in the past, and although new contracts
would need to be done, she seems to be well known with a great reputation, and is rumored
to want to update her own inventions & do related testing. I haven’t met or spoken to her or
any other of Steven's contacts, so I’m limiting myself to concepts.
Steven's contacts at JPL (microwave bonding & other) who apparently spoke on Steven's
behalf with Dr. John Olsen @ NASA years ago regarding Space Shuttle, whom Steven
indicates happened after Major Paul M of Space Command put Steven in touch, are some of
the other kinds of contacts that would need to be brought in, and Strategic Partnerships of
some type would need to be formed. Funding would be key.
I’ve only seen Steven's business cards, & 2 pages with a diagram....Steven's current injuries
would need to be worked around as organizing, computer skills & things where his nger
agnosia challenges him would need to be worked around. Currently he has minimal help and
has not been able to raise money on his own in an adequate way, so a team would need to
be assembled and testing facilities such as UCLA, USC, JPL & California Institute of Human
Sciences or equivalent would likely need to be pulled in.
Although concepts appear valid, going from theory to reality, and going from concept to prot
are where the main challenges would be as to do above would need to be a team eort, with
more than just above in place, who could work around Steven's many injuries and related
disabilities.
__________________

Neurologist & Diplomat American Board of Psychiatry & Neurology
Documents covering applications, features & benefts forthcoming....
check back soon!"
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